An evolvable oestrogen receptor activity sensor: development of a modular system for integrating multiple genes into the yeast genome.
To study a gene interaction network, we developed a gene-targeting strategy that allows efficient and stable genomic integration of multiple genetic constructs at distinct target loci in the yeast genome. This gene-targeting strategy uses a modular plasmid with a recyclable selectable marker and a multiple cloning site into which the gene of interest is cloned, flanked by two long regions of homology to the target genomic locus that are generated using adaptamer primers. We used this strategy to integrate into a single yeast strain components of the oestrogen receptor (ER) signalling network, comprising the human ERalpha and three reporter genes driven by oestrogen response elements (EREs). The engineered strain contains multiple reporters of ligand-dependent receptor signalling, providing sensitive, reproducible, rapid, low-cost quantitative assays of ERalpha activity in order to screen potential receptor agonists. Further, because two of the ERE-driven reporter genes are required for growth in deficient media, the strain's growth rate-and therefore its fitness-depends on ligand-induced ERalpha activity. This evolvable oestrogen receptor activity sensor (EERAS) can therefore provide the foundation of a long-term experimental evolution strategy to elucidate ER structure-function relations and ligand-receptor evolution.